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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an abelian p-group, p >, 5, and AG its automorphism group. 
In [7] we described the maximal normalp-subgroup Pnlax of AG. In particular, 
Pmax = 1 if and only if G is either elementary abelian or divisible. 
In this article we show that, if G is reduced and provided that dG has any 
normal p-subgroups f 1, then every noncentral normal subgroup of AG 
contains a noncentral normal p-subgroup of AG (Corollary 3.4). (A non- 
central subgroup is a subgroup not contained in the center.) This is a con- 
sequence of the more general result (Theorem 3.3) stated below. Here dG 
denotes the maximal divisible subgroup of G. 
THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Every noncentral normal subgroup of AG contains a noncentral normal 
p-subgroup of AG. 
(ii) The centralizer of Pm, in AG is abelian. 
(iii) Either (a) GIdG is unbounded, OY (b) dG has rank at most 1, and 
pG = 0 implies G is cyclic. 
A consequence of this result is the fact that for reduced abelian p-groups, 
p 3 5, every noncentral normal subgroup of their automorphism group 
contains an element of order p (Theorem 3.5). 
Essential for our proofs will be the description of some centralizers which 
we study in Section 2. Besides providing necessary tools, the results of this 
section will also lead to a characterization of the class of all G such that G,/dG 
is unbounded by means of the centralizer of Pmas in AG (Theorem 3.6). 
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NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Mappings are written to the right. Our notation and terminology concerning 
abelian groups is standard and follows [4] almost exclusively. The following 
symbols will be used (A and A are subsets of AG; A and B are subgroups 
of G, A < B). 
G[P”I = {g E G / p”g = 01, 
dG = maximal divisible subgroup of G, 
rk( G) = rank of G, 
o(x) = order of X, 
AG = automorphism group of G, 
EG = endomorphism ring of G, 
ZAG = center of AG, 
a”B = a-lpap, 
AOfl ={~./~~~EA,~EA}, 
CA = {a E AG 1 o! 0 A = l> [centralizer of A in AG], 
(.-.> = subgroup generated by the enclosed elements, 
t(A) = (6 E A j o(S) < CO}, 
G(A - 1) = (8 - g I g E Gl, 
A / (B/A) = restriction of A to B/A, 
WI4 = {ci E AG 1 a ( (B/A) = l>, 
A” = (P j SEA), 
Z(G : A) = X(G/A) n J&4) [E Hom(G/A, A), stabilizer of A in G], 
F” = (p”G)[p]/(p”flG)[p] [,uth Ulm factor of G], 
KG = {a E AG 1 (a I Fu) = 1 for all p 3 0}, 
PIllaX = maximal normalp-subgroup of AG [= t(KG) n Z(dG) ifp > 5J, 
Rn” = group of p-adic units, 
Jv” zzz set of nonnegative integers. 
The following terms will be used: we call A < AG (non-) central if A is (not) 
contained in ZAG; we call A bounded, if An = 1 for some positive integer n; 
if A is bounded, then the expponent of A is the least positive n such that An = 1. 
Throughout this article, G denotes an abelian p-group for some prime p. 
2. CENTRALIZERS 
The center of AG is well known. If v is a p-adic unit, then the mapping 
r . lG always is a central automorphism of G. Except for 2-groups of a very 
special form we have 
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an automorphism 01 of G is the multiplication with some p-adic unit if and 
only if 01 induces the identity mapping in the lattice of all subgroups of G 
[1, pp. 110, 111-j. If 01 acts on the maximal divisible subgroup dG of G as the 
multiplication with some p-adic unit z-, then in order for 01 = 7r * lG it is 
sufficient that x01 E (x> for all cyclic direct summands (x) of G [S, p. 201). 
We will need a number of technical lemmas on the centralizer of certain 
normal subgroups of -4G. The first one is a generalization of Lemma 7 in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be an abelian p-group and m > 1 an integer such that 
p-1G f p’2”G. Then 
cZ(G : G[p”‘]) < ZAG . Z(G[pm]). 
Proof. Put Z(G : G/-p”]) = z let 4 E c,Z and x E G[p”J. Since by 
hypothesis psn1-r G + pPmG, there are cyclic direct summands of G of order 
at least pem. Let G = (g) @ C, o(g) = pzmAk, k 2 0. It is easy to see that G 
possesses an automorphism o such that 
go = g + x, 
C(cr - 1) = 0, 
and, since G(o - 1) < (x) < G[p”] and 
G[p”il(o - 1) = (pm+kg)(o - 1) 
= (p”+“x> = 0, 
it foIlows that u E Z. Consequently, 
g(Ea - 06) = 0. 
Letge=ng+c,cEC.Then 
0 = g(&7 - cg) = (ng + c), - (g + x)E 
= ng + rtx + c - (ng + c + x& 
and we obtain 
xf = nx E (x). 
This being true for all f E Cc and for all x E G[p”“] shows that cZ induces in 
G[pm] a central group of automorphisms and, hence, 
as claimed. 
c2Y < ZAG . Z(G(p”]) 
481/30/1h3-30 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. If GjdG is unbounded then cPmax = ZAG. 
Proof. If n > 1 is an integer then Z(G : G[p”]) is a. normal p-subgroup 
of AG, and hence 
z’(G : G[P”]) < Pm,, 
and 
CP max < cZ(G: G[p’“]). 
Sincep”G f p”+rG for all integers WZ, Lemma 2.1 implies that 
cZ(G : G[y’“]) d z4G. Z(G[pn]) for all n EM. 
Consequently, 
cPm, < ZAG . Z( G[p”]) 
for all integers n 3 1, and 
cPr,mx < fl [ZAG. Z(G[p”])] = ZAG 
?I>1 
completing the proof. 
LEMMA 2.3. For all integm H 3 0, 
cZ(G[p”]) < ZAG . Z(p”G). 
Proof. Clearly, the proposition holds for n = 0. Assume that n 3 1. 
If E is any endomorphism of G then 1 + p% is an automorphism of G fixing 
G[p”] elementwise. Therefore, if f E cZ(G[p”]), then 
hence 
and 
5(1 + P”c) = (1 + pn4S‘, 
p”& = p%$, 
(p9) & = (p”x) Et for all x E G and all E E EG. (2.1) 
In particular, this holds true whenever E is an automorphism of G. Since 
every automorphism of p”G is induced by an automorphism of G (see [5, 
p. 123]), it follows from (2.1) that f induces a central automorphism in p”G. 
Hence 
cZ(G[p”]) < ZAG. Z(p”G) 
as claimed. 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. If G is bounded, pG f 0, then cPmax is abelian. 
Proof. Since G is bounded, Z(G[p]) is a normalp-subgroup of BG, and so 
is Z(G : G[p]). Hence 
cPmax G c.W[pl) n c~(G : G[p]). 
By hypothesis, pG + p2G and from Lemmas 2. I and 2.3 we obtain 
CP max < [ZAG * ,QJG)I n [ZAG . -p(G[pl)l 
G ZAG . (Z(pG) n [ZAG . Z(G[p])]). (2.2) 
Since Z(pG) and Z(G[p]) both are p-groups it follows that 
z(pG) n WG . -V~PI)I = QG) n b4G), . W[pl)l, (2.3) 
where (ZAG), denotes thep-component of ZAG. But (ZAG), = <(l + p) . IG) 
fixes all elements of order p. Hence (ZAG), < Z(G[p]) and 
(ZAG), . ~(G[PI) = ~(G[PI). 
From this together with (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain that 
cPmax < zBG . [-p(pG) n .W[pl)l 
and, since Z(pG) ,< Z(G/G[p]), 
CP max < zAG[W/G[pl) n W[pl)l 
= ZAG. Z(G : G[p]). 
The fact that stabilizers are abelian concludes the proof. 
LEnnvrA 2.5. Let dG N Z(pm). Then cZ(G : dG) = ZAG . Z(G : dG). 
Proof. Since Z(G : dG) is abelian, the only nontrivial inclusion is 
d(G : dG) < ZAG . .E(G : dG). 
Let 5 E cZ(G : dG). I n order to prove that f induces in GjdG a central auto- 
morphism it suffices to show that xe E (x) + dG for all cyclic direct summands 
(x) of G (see [8, p. 201)]. Let 
G = (x) @ C, 
x( = 11 . x + c, 11 E N-, c E c, 
and suppose that c $ dG. Then there exists a homomorphism from C into dG 
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mapping c to some nonzero element (see [4, p. 591); hence, there is an auto- 
morphism 8 of G such that 
xs = s, 
It follows that 
cS = c + ,d, 0 f dEdG, 
dG(6 - 1) = 0. 
xs-l@ = x.$3 = (nx + c)S 
contradicting the fact that 6 E E(G : dG) and 6 E cZ(G : dG). Consequently 
f / (G/dG) = 7~ . 1 for some r E R,*. (2.4) 
Let p be the p-adic integer such that 
We claim that 
fIdG=p.l. (2.5) 
f 1 (G/dG) = p . 1. (2.6) 
Let G = R @ dG and x E R. Let d E dG be an element the order of which 
equals the order of x. Then there exists a homomorphism of R mapping x 
to d [4, p. 591) and hence an automorphism v E .Z(G : dG) such that xv = 
x + d. Let xf = TX + d’, d’ E dG. Then 
x@&p = (x - d) .$p = (m + d’ - p . d)P 
= z-x + rd + d’ - pd 
= x5 + (T - p)d. 
Since v and .$ commute it follows that (7~ - u)d = 0, and consequently 
r = p(modpn), 
whenever R possesses an element of order pn. Hence ?T = p, if GjdG is 
unbounded; if G/dG is bounded of exponent p”, then 
(P * 1) IWd(3 = (m * 1) I VW3 
In both cases, (2.6) follows from (2.4). The combination of (2.5) and (2.6) 
implies that 
E = (P . LA *o‘, where cr E Z(G : dG), 
completing the proof of this lemma. 
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THEOREM 2.6. The centralizer of P,,, is abelian $ and only if either 
(a) GjdG is unbounded, or 
(b) rk(dG) < 1, and pG = 0 implies G is cyclic. 
Proof. Suppose firstly, that either (a) or (b) is satisfied. In view of Proposi- 
tions 2.2 and 2.4 we can assume that dG has rank 1 and G/dG is bounded. 
Then 
and hence 
Hom(G/dG, dG) N Z(G : dG) < Pm&, r 
cP,, < cC(G : dG). 
Since Z(G : dG) N Hom(G/dG, dG) is commutative and 
cZ(G : dG) = ZAG . Z(G : dG) 
according to Lemma 2.5, it follows that cP,, is abelian. 
Conversely, suppose that the centralizer of Pmsx is abelian and assume by 
way of contradiction, that neither (a) nor (b) is satisfied. If pG = 0 then 
P m8x = I (see [3, pp. 41,451 for p > 5; for p = 2, 3 see [9, p. 1831) and 
AG = cPmar is commutative. It follows that G is cyclic. Therefore, we can 
restrict ourselves to the case where GjdG is bounded and dG has rank at 
least 2. Let n be an integer such that pVIG = dG. Then G = G[p@] -b dG 
and Z(G[p”]) is isomorphic to the group of all automorphisms of dG fixing 
the elements of order at most pn elementwise, which is not commutative. 
Hence Z(G[p”]) is not abelian. However, 
and since 
it follows that 
WWI) < c-V3 
P mag = KG n Z(dG) < Z(dG) 
W-~P”]) d cC(dG) < cPmax , 
and cPmax is not abelian. This contradiction completes the proof. 
The following result will be needed. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let dG N Z(p”) andp + 2. The?1 
cZ(dG) = 214G. 
Proof. Let E E cZ(dG). Since A dG = R,* . 1 it suffices to show that 
x4 E <x> 
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for every cyclic direct summand (x> of G (see [8, p. 201). Let 
and 
G = {x) @ C 
xf = nx + c, ?z E A-, c E c. (2.7) 
Since p # 2 there exists an automorphism 6 of G such that 
xs = 2x, C(S - 1) = 0. 
Clearly, 6 E Z(dG). Hence St = @ and 
0 = x(Sf - @) = 2xf - (nx + c)S 
= 2(nx + c) - (2m + c) 
= 2c - c = c, 
which by (2.7) implies that 
x5 = nx E (x). 
The lemma is proved. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let, for p > 0 an ordinal, 
F” = W~)M/W”~>~PI 
denote the pth Ulm invariant of G and let KG be the set of all automorphisms 
of G inducing the identity mapping in F” for all p. Then KG is a normal 
subgroup of AG, and, ifp > 5, 
P max = t(KG) n Z(dG) 
is the set of all torsion elements in KG fixing the maximal divisible subgroup 
dG of G elementwise [7, p. 4091. If k EJV” and 01 is an automorphism of G 
such that 
01 j dG = 1 and a IF” = 1 for all nEJ” 
then the conditions CP’ = 1 and 01 1 p”G = 1 are equivalent [7, p. 41 l].There- 
fore, the set of all y E Pmsg of order at most p” forms a characteristic subgroup 
f’max[pkl, and 
pnl,x[p7q = Pmax n Z(p”G) = KG n Z(p”G). 
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The following lemma contains a sufficient condition for a noncentral normal 
subgroup N of AG to have noncentral intersection with P,&p]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a p-group for p > 5 a prime, pG f 0, and let N 
be a normal subgroup of AG. If N induces a noncentrnE group of automorphisms 
in an Urn.-factor 
F” = (P”GNPI/W+~G)[P~ 
of G, where n 2 0 is an integer, then N contains a noncentral normal p-subgroup 
of AG of exponent p. 
A-oof. Let N be a normal subgroup of 3G such that 
N 1 F” =$ zAF” for some a EJlr. 
Clearly, P cannot be cyclic, and G has a decomposition 
G = (u) @ (v) @ C, o(u) = o(v) = p”+1. 
Since every automorphism of Fi2 is induced by an automorphism of G ([6], 
p. 275), it follows that the group of automorphisms of Fn induced by N is a 
noncentral normal subgroup of AI;“. It is well known that for an elementary 
abelian p-group, p > 5, every noncentral normal subgroup of its automor- 
phism group contains all transvections; a transvection, in this context, is an 
automorphism of the form T = 1 + 5, where .$ is an endomorphism such 
that Ez = 0 and the kernel of E has index p (see [3], pp. 41, 45). Hence N 
contains an automorphism 6 such that 
and 
pnu8 3 p% + pnv(mod(p”+rG)[p]) 
p”zkl = pnn - p%(mod( p”+rG)[ p]), 
and consequently 
us =u+v+pc,+s,, 
USF = u - v + pc, + sz , 
for some ci , si E G such that 
pnsi = 0 = P”fQi ) i = 1,2. 
If pn+lG f 0, pick any ?z EPC of order pn+r; if pn+lG = 0, put h = U. 
Define the automorphism LY. by 
Z’(ci - 1) = p” . A, 
((u) 0 C)(a - 1) = 0. 
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Since G is not elementary abelian, n = 0 implies that h EGG. It follows that 
(Y E KG, and from 
(pG)(a - 1) = (~ZJ)(CJ - 1) = (p”+%) = 0, 
we obtain that 
Consequently 
Q: E KG n Z(pG) = h&p]. 
S&k1 EN n P,,,[p]; 
the proof will be completed once we show that WF1& 4 ZAG. Note that 
Hence 
G[p”](a! - 1) = (pv>(a - 1) = (pn+‘h> = 0. 
usas-b-1 = (u + v + pc, + sl) cY.s-la-1 
= (u + v + p”h + pc, + Sl) S-la-1 
= (US + P”h) S-b-1 
x * + pn/$s-h-1 E u + pnhS-1, 
since by construction p% E pG and 01 1 pG = 1. Consequently 
u(S&la-1 - 1) = p%S-1 # 0. (3.1) 
If A = u, then p7zhS-l = psu - plEv + pn+rc2 6 (u); if h # u, then A EPG 
and 0 # pnhS-l up n+lG cannot belong to (u). Therefore in either case 
pnhS-l $ (u> 
and (3.1) implies that 
6016-~01-~ # ZAG = R,” . lo 
completing the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be an abelian p-group, p > 5, such that either 
(a) GIdG is unbounded, 01 
(b) rk(dG) < 1 andpG # 0. 
Then every noncentral normal subgroup of AG contains a noncentral normal 
p-subgroup of AG. 
Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of AG such that 
N n Pm,, < ZAG. (3.2) 
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It follows from Lemma 3.1 that N induces a central group of automorphisms 
in the Ulm factors F” of G where n is finite and hence 
NP-1 I$- = 1 and (No N) 1 F” = 1 for all n EX. (3.3) 
In order to prove that N is central we distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. G is bounded. Then F” = 0 for sufficiently large n and (3.3) 
implies that 
NP-l < KG and (N 0 N) < KG. (3.4) 
Combining (3.2) and (3.4) with the fact that KG = Pmas if G is bounded, 
it follows that N is a nilpotent torsion group and hence a direct product of 
its Sylow-q-subgroups (cf. [lo, p. 229]), h h w ic are characteristic subgroups 
of N and therefore normal in AG. The Sylow-p-subgroup of N is contained 
in ZAG according to (3.2); since every normal torsion subgroup of AG 
without elements of order p is central [6, p. 2761, it follows that all Sylow- 
subgroups of N are central and hence, that N is a subgroup of ZAG as desired. 
Case 2. G is unbounded. Then ZAG contains no elements of order p 
and from (3.2) we obtain 
Nn&, = 1, (3.5) 
and consequently 
N < cpmax . (3.6) 
If GjdG is unbounded, then cP,, = ZAG according to Proposition 2.2 
implying N < ZAG as claimed. We can therefore assume that G/dG is 
bounded and dG ‘v Z(p”). It follows that Z(G : dG) is a normal p-subgroup 
of AG, hence because of (3.6) and Lemma 2.5 
N < cZ(G : dG) = z4G x .Z(G : dG). 
Since G/dG is bounded it follows from (3.3) that 
NP-1 ,< KG, 
and hence 
ND-~ n Z(dG) < KG n Z(dG) = t(KG) n Z(dG) 
Consequently 
ND-~ n Z(dG) < N n Pm,, = 1 
(3.7) 
P milx . 
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by (3.5), and, using Lemma 2.7, 
NB-l < cZ(dG) = ZAG. 
This together with (3.7) h s ows that N < ZAG and completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.3. For an abelian p-group G, where p > 5, the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Every noncentral normal subgroup of AG contains a noncentral normal 
p-subgroup of AG. 
(ii) The centralizer of the maximal normal p-subgroup of AG is abelian. 
(iii) Either (a) GIdG is unbounded or (b) rk(dG) ,( 1, andpG = 0 implies 
G is cyclic. 
Proof. Theorem 2.6 states the equivalence of (ii) and (iii). By Proposi- 
tion 3.2, condition (iii) implies (i). Suppose that (i) is satisfied and that G/dG 
is bounded. If pG = 0 then AG contains no normal p-subgroups, hence 
every normal subgroup of AG has to be central and it follows that G is cyclic. 
Assume that dG + 0 and let TL 3 2 be an integer such that p”G = dG. 
It is well known that 1 is the only torsion automorphism of a divisible group 
which fixes all elements of order < pa [2, p. 5251. Since G = G[p”] + dG 
it follows that ,Z(G[p”]) is a torsion free normal subgroup of AG. Our 
hypothesis (i) implies that Z(G[p”]) is central. It follows that any two auto- 
morphisms of dG fixing (dG)[p”] 1 e ementwise commute with each other. 
Therefore dG must be locally cyclic, and we have derived (iii) from (i). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G be a rediced abelian p-group, p 3 5, and suppose 
that 0 # G + Z(p). Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Every noncentral normal subgroup of AG contains a noncentral normal 
p-subgroup of AG. 
(ii) AG contains normal p-subgroups # 1. 
(iii) cPmax is abelian. 
(iv) pG + 0. 
Proqf. Theorem 3.3 implies the equivalence of (i), (iii), and (iv). Note 
that dG contains no normal p-subgroups f 1 if and only if pG = 0. This 
shows the equivalence of (ii) and (iv) and the proof is completed. 
In [6] we proved that if G is an abelian p-group, p > 5, and N a normal 
torsion subgroup of AG which has no elements of order p, then N is contained 
in the center of AG (p. 276). Since AG contains noncentral torsionfree normal 
subgroups if dG has rank at least two and GjdG is bounded, the periodicity 
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of N is an indispensible part of the hypothesis However, for reduced 
p-groups we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a Teduced abelian p-group, p > 5, and N a 
woncentral normal subgroup of AG. Then N contains elements of order p. 
Proof. In view of Corollary 3.4 we can assume that G is elementary 
abelian of rank at least 2. It is well known that in this case every noncentral 
normal subgroup of LlG contains the subgroup generated by all transvections 
[3, pp. 41 and 451, and transvections have order p. This proves the theorem. 
We close with a characterization of the class of all abelian p-groups G such 
that GidG is unbounded. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G be a p-group, p 3 5. Then the follozuing conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) G/dG is unbounded. 
(ii) FOY all integers n 3 1, the automorphism group AG oj- G contains 
a nomal p-subgroup of exponent pJz. 
(iii) Tlze maximal normal p-subgroup Pma,, of --1G is unbounded. 
(iv) The centralizer cPmas of Pmax contains no elements of order p alld cp 
maix f AG. 
(17) The center ZAG of AG is injinite and cPms, = ZAG f AG. 
Proof. If GjdG is unbounded then Z(G :pnG) ‘v Hom(G/p”G,pnGj is a 
normal p-subgroup of -qG of exponent pz. Therefore, (ii) is a consequence 
of (i). Clearly, (ii) implies (iii). Since, for y E PmiL, = t(KG) n Z(dG), the 
conditions y 1 p”G = 1 and y y” = 1 are equivalent, (i) tallows from (iii). 
This proves the equivalence of the first three statements. 
That (i) implies (v) follows from Proposition 2.2. Since z:JG contains no 
element of order p if ZAG = R,* . lc is infinite, (iv) follows from (vj. The 
proof wiI1 be completed once we show that (iv) implies (i). Assume the validity 
of (iv). Then cPmax f dG, consequently Pmax f 1 and it follows that 
pG f 0 and G f dG. Since ZAG < cPmas contains no elements of order p, 
G is unbounded. Assume, by way of contradiction, that GjdG is bounded; 
let pm+l be the exponent of G/dG. One verifies that 
It follows that 
G(Pmax - 1) e G[p”“] + dG. 
A = Z(G[p”] + dG) n Z(G/dG) 
is contained in the centralizer of P,,, . Since 1 f a < Z(G : dG) is a 
p-group, we have obtained a contradiction to (iv). The theorem is proved. 
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